NOTIFICATION

University Examinations for Architecture, Interior Design and Urban Planning programs.

References:
B. COA Advisory ref no.: CA/01/2020/President dated 7th May 2020.
D. Sardar Patel University, Exam Section Circular No.: E-3/45, Dated 04th June 2020.

1. As per the UGC guidelines & Education Dept. GOG, the university external exams will be held for the all semester PG programs and Final Year - Final semester UG programs following the COVID 19 guidelines, in the university identified/allocated campus as per the Examination time-table issued by the university after 15th July 2020. Detailed Examination Programme will be published on University Website.

2. The College will have examination duration of 2 hours instead of 3 hours for all theory subjects.

3. The thesis reviews will be conducted in campus by the university approved panel and monitored by respective centre in-charge of each college availing a minimum of 30 minutes to each student to present his/her work following the COA advisory. The Thesis report, portfolio and sheets needs to be submitted beforehand to share with jurors for perusal in softcopy as a single combined low resolution .PDF file.

4. If for any unprecedented reason student is unable to appear for university exam, shall appear for special round of examination to be held by the university in the month of Sept-Oct 2020, for which guidelines will be issued later.

5. The scheme of Carry Forward (for the course works in which the students has failed) will be allowed for current academic year and every student will be promoted to next semester/year. However, such student has to pass the examination in future, whenever the next examination is held for such course works, by the university.

6. The online jury/viva for internship (as a course work) will be conducted using secured platform.

7. If any student wishes to improve his/her marks/ grades, can reappear for Sept-Oct 2020 examination by applying on the university website within 10 days of issuance of mark sheet. The mark sheet of Sept-Oct 2020 exam will be considered final and previously issued mark sheet shall be returned to the university.
8. Any student who is marked as 'Absent' in previous semester examination, shall carry the same status in Merit based progression results. He/She shall appear and pass the specific exams whenever the university will conduct the examination.

9. For students having ATKT the exams will be held in campus as per examination time-table as per the directives of the university along with the examination scheduled for final year students.

10. For UG students currently studying in intermediate semester the results shall be calculated on the basis of Merit Based Progression:
   a. 50% marks will be awarded on the basis of internal evaluation which includes mid-semester marks, continuous progressive evaluation, internal final exam/jury of current semester and remaining 50% from the immediate previous semester where course works’ reference/part-connection is available.
   b. For course works where an immediate previous reference is not available from previous semester the evaluation will be on the basis of 100% from the current semester internal evaluation.
   c. The modalities for examination and other related activities to be applied uniformly across all the Architecture colleges under the university.

11. All the students who are being benefitted from Merit Based Progression, the mark sheets will be carrying examination year as July-2020.

12. The changes in the examination pattern/result generation are applicable only for the academic year 2019-2020 only, considering the epidemic of Covid-19.

13. In case of any ambiguity/confusion arising for application of above guidelines, the verdict of the Vice-chancellor, towards a resolution of issue, will be abiding as final.
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